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RICHARD B. BARRAR. Some Estimates for Solutions of Parabolic Equations. 
LEONARD D. BERKOWTZ. -4n Optimum Thrust Control Problem. 
R. J. DUFFIN. The Maximum Principle and Biharmonic Functions. 
R. J. DUFFIN AND PHILLIPS CHIDDEN. -In Exponomial Extrapolator. 
-4. IONESCU TULCEA AND C. IONESCU TULCEA. On the Lifting Property (I). 
HAROLD DAVIS. A Central Limit Theorem for the Response of Filters with Vanishing 
Bandwidths. 
SUNDARAM SESHU .~ND LILY SESHIJ. Bounds and Stieltjes Transform Representa- 
tions for Positive Real Functions. 
LUCIEN IV:. XEUSTADT. Time Optimal Control Systems with Position and Integral 
Limits. 
NANDOR L. BALAZS. On the Solution of the \Vave Equation wrth Movmg Boundaries. 
JANE CRONIN. A Topological Method m Nonlinear Resonance. 
.A. J. &IACINTYRE AND S. M. SHAH. On an Extension of a Theorem of Bernstern 
to XIeromorphic Functions. 
1’. \v. MULLIKIN. Principles of Invariance m Transport Theory. 
.X. MCNABB. Comparison and Existence Theorems for Multi-Component Diffusion 
Systems. 
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